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Django: Reading POST data into the view I'm trying to
use the post method in a view. Here's my code: def
admin_save_company(request, company_name): if
request.method == 'POST': x =
request.POST.get('name') print x return
render(request,
'company_management/save_company.html',
{'company_name': company_name}) Also in the
save_company.html file, I'm trying to have an input
field that will accept the 'name' that I just printed out.
Here's the save_company.html file: {% extends
"company_management/base.html" %} {% load i18n
%} {% block content %} Company Name
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A: The reason is that the public final keyword is
introduced in Java 8, while your project is an older

version. You must migrate your code to Java 8. To do
that, you can use the Java 8 Compatibility Kit. Click to

expand Image A group of Yazidis in Sweden,
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interviewed by the Reuters news agency on June 24,
2014, about the persecution of minorities in the Middle
East, with their portraits. © Reuters (London) – The UN
commission of inquiry investigating crimes committed

during the siege of the Iraqi city of Fallujah in 2004
has concluded that the siege was unlawful and an
unlawful military action, and has cleared the Iraqi

government of responsibility, according to a leaked
report. The findings have been strongly criticized by
non-governmental organizations and several of the
commission’s members. The report compiled by the
four international criminal prosecutors investigating

crimes during the siege, which lasted from August 23
to November 13, 2004, was leaked to the international

press on May 4, 2017. The leaking of the report was
done by the international press, and the UN is

concerned that the report has been leaked in order to
influence the legal proceedings against personnel

involved in the siege of Fallujah. The commission has
sent a complaint to the UN chief prosecutor. The

investigation concluded that the siege of Fallujah was
not meant to protect civilians. Rather, the siege was
“a matter of vengeance and retaliation” against the
city for refusing to surrender to the Iraqi army. The

rationale behind the siege was to “punish the city for
all the crimes it had committed against the Iraqi army

and security forces in the past” and “to hurt the
morale of the people in Fallujah by continuing to inflict
heavy damage on their homes and infrastructure.” The

UN commission of inquiry found no convincing
evidence that there were any civilian casualties during
the siege. Both the UN and the Iraqi government have
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found several instances of “unlawful targeting of
civilians,” including aerial bombardment of residential
areas and the indiscriminate use of white phosphorous

by the Iraqi army. Also, “a large number of civilian
casualties resulted from the use of prohibited

explosive weapons such as improvised explosive
devices, shells filled with phosph
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